
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

Forum Connect 

Forum VConnect 

 

 
A flexible and versatile communication and 

collaboration solution specially designed to meet the 

requirements of any company. 

 



             

 

 

  

Communication server 
Forum Connect is a communication and collaboration 

platform that perfectly meets the needs of any 

company!  

Forum Connect is ready to support the new generation 

of cloud-based applications such as the ForumC 

Mobile & Web App, thanks to the CloudLink platform 

integrated as standard.  

Two versions, two capacities.  

Forum Connect supports capacities up to 200 users. 

The SMB Controller can be extended with interface 

cards and system modules. It is delivered with a fully 

equipped CPU module, 6 analogue terminal interfaces 

and 4 Gbit/LAN connections. A single hardware unit 

that can be installed on the wall or in a 19" rack.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forum VConnect is server based and supports 

capacities up to 1200 users.   

Do you need a high capacity of digital or analog 

phones? Forum Connect can be coupled with Forum 

VConnect to meet this need. 

Forum Connect is an ideal solution, even for 

companies with high requirements regarding flexibility 

and connection of remote sites. 

Connections 
The Forum (V)Connect platform works with SIP, IP, 

digital and analogue devices. The entire range of 

Forum Connect devices offers a multitude of 

possibilities.  

 

 

The big difference is the cabling required for 

installation. Digital and analogue devices are 

connected to the telephone exchange with standard 

telephone wiring. They are connected via cards that 

are placed in the system. They are powered by the 

telephone exchange. 

IP devices require minimum cat5E network cabling. 

They are connected to a Lan switch. Proximus supplies 

Lan switches that are PoE, i.e. they are suitable for 

powering IP devices. 

 

Whatever your preference, Proximus has for the 

solution! 

 



             

 

 

  

IP telephones of the 
6900 series 

 
The 6900 Series IP phones and accessories combine 

stylish, modern styling with outstanding audio quality 

and a wide range of new features, such as Bluetooth 

wireless handset and the mobile integration feature 

set. The 6900 series includes four high-end phone 

models. 

Outstanding sound quality 

Hi-Q high-definition audio technology ensures 

exceptional voice clarity. The 6900 Series handset 

delivers voice-optimised audio quality for clear 

conversations in any environment, whether in the 

middle of an open-plan office or in a retail outlet. A 

wireless version of this innovative handset is supplied 

as standard on the 6940 model. The 6900 series IP 

telephones feature an enhanced full duplex handsfree 

mode with a sealed acoustic chamber that provides 

excellent audio performance. Users will appreciate the 

superior audio experience offered by the 6900 IP 

phones.   

MobileLink 

The MobileLink feature allows the user to pair his 

mobile phone directly to his office phone via the 

integrated Bluetooth 4.1 interface.  Calls to the mobile 

phone can be picked up on the desk phone just like any 

other call, taking advantage of the superior audio 

performance and ergonomics of the device. The 

mobile phone contacts can be synchronised with the IP 

phones 6930 and 6940, allowing access to the same 

contacts on the desktop terminal. MobileLink is 

available as a standard feature on the ForumC 6930 

IP Phone and ForumC 6940 IP Phone models, which 

also include a powered USB port for charging a mobile 

phone.  

ForumC 6920 IP Phone 

Flexibility and reliability 

 

The ForumC 6920 IP Phone has been designed for the 

user who is looking for flexibility and reliability and 

who wants a phone with a modern design.  The 

ForumC 6920 IP Phone offers HD audio quality thanks 

to its voice-optimised handset, high-quality full-

duplex hands-free mode and support for USB, 

EHS/DHSG and analogue headsets. The ForumC 

6920 IP Phone offers an intuitive user experience via 

its high-resolution 3.5" colour LCD display.  The 6 

programmable keys and 4 context-sensitive buttons 

allow the programming of 38 easily accessible 

functions or numbers.  



             

 

 

  

ForumC 6930 IP Phone   

ForumC 6930-L IP Phone    

High performance for intensive users 

 

 

The ForumC 6930 IP Phone is a high-performance, 

customisable phone for intensive users. The 

MobileLink feature makes the ForumC 6930 IP Phone 

the ideal companion for the user's smartphone. The 

6930 model offers users the flexibility to customize 

the phone to their specific needs through a wide range 

of complementary accessories. The 6930 supports 

Bluetooth, USB and analogue headsets. Compatible 

with today's high-speed networks via two Gigabit 

Ethernet ports, the 6930 features a large, backlit 4.3" 

colour LCD display with HD wideband audio quality 

and advanced audio processing. The 12 programmable 

keys and 5 context-sensitive keys allow the 

configuration of 72 easily accessible functions or 

numbers.  

On the ForumC 6930-L IP Phone Bluetooth is not 

supported.  

 

 

 

ForumC 6940 IP Phone                  

The power of touch  

 

 

 

The 6940 telephone is designed for executives 

requiring an exceptional terminal to meet their 

increased communication requirements. MobileLink 

makes the ForumC 6940 IP Phone the ideal 

companion for the user's smartphone. The 6940 

offers users the flexibility to customize the phone to 

their specific needs through a wide range of 

complementary accessories. The 6940 has been 

designed to deliver HD audio quality thanks to its 

exclusive wireless handset with a range of up to 10 

metres, enhanced full-duplex hands-free mode and 

support for Bluetooth and USB headsets. Compatible 

with today's high-speed networks via two Gigabit 

Ethernet ports, the 6940 features an extra-large 7" 

colour LCD touch screen, HD wideband audio quality 

with advanced audio processing, 96 programmable 

keys and six context-sensitive softkeys. 

 

 

 

 



             

 

 

  

The accessories  

• Key module display  

Programmable buttons: 28 with 3 levels. 

Max.3 per phone  

 

 

 

• ForumC Dect headset module 

 

 

 

 

 

This module is supported on ForumC 6930 IP Phone 

(also the L version) and the ForumC 6940 IP Phone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The integrated DECT headset allows users to detach 

themselves from their desk and enjoy the increased 

productivity that wireless communication brings. The 

unique base of the headset attached to the phone 

reduces desktop clutter and reduces the solution 

footprint compared to standalone wireless headset 

solutions. In addition, the fact that the base is powered 

by the phone eliminates the need to find an available 

power outlet. The integrated DECT headset provides 

an extended range of up to 100 metres of mobility. 

With up to 15 hours of battery life, users can benefit 

from a battery that will last the entire working day  

 

SIP Phone of the 6800 

series 

ForumC 6863i IP Phone 

For low telephone requirements 

The entry-level model.  This 2-line SIP phone has a 

2.75" monochrome graphic LCD screen and 3 

programmable physical keys. Ideal for professionals 

with low telephone requirements and as a wall-

mounted telephone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 

  

 



             

 

 

  

The digital phones 

 

ForumC 5361 

For low telephone requirements  

 

Its monochrome display, 10 easy-to-program function 

keys and ease of use thanks to the Foxkey and 

navigation key ensure a high level of user comfort. 

Thanks to its wall-mountable base, it is ideal for use in 

maintenance rooms and workshops. 

 

ForumC 5370 

High performance for intensive users

 
Intuitive operation and excellent sound quality. 

Integrated phone book, hands-free function and 

conferencing are just a few examples of its many 

functions. The standard DHSG headset interface 

supports call functions (volume adjustment, off-

hook/on-hook) directly from the headset. Juggling 

between incoming calls is child's play and the 12 

programmable keys make it easy to transfer to 

colleagues.  

 

ForumC 5380  

The power of a keyboard and extension 
keys  

 

The ForumC 5380 integrates elegantly into any 

working environment. It meets the highest demands in 

telephony and helps to increase communication 

efficiency. Its comfortably sized integrated 

alphanumeric keypad and additional key modules 

contribute to productivity. When used with a headset, 

it is an ideal workstation for telephone reception. 

 

 Accessories 

Expansion key modules provide easy access to many 

numbers or functions. The ForumC 5370 allows the 

connection of one extension module and the ForumC 

5380 of 3 extension modules.  

Two types of extension modules can be used: 

• Expansion module (paper): 20 programmable 

double-entry keys 

• Expansion module (display):  15 programmable 

triple input keys 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



             

 

 

  

  



             

 

 

  

DECT cordless phones 
 

In a company, remaining reachable even when you are 

on the move is essential. The wireless DECT telephone 

solution improves the efficiency of your employees 

who always stay connected. Employees can move 

around the company answering all calls, a major asset 

to improve the quality of your customer service. 

Employees find the same functionalities as on a fixed 

office terminal (call transfer, conferences...). So if one 

of the employees is busy, another free employee will 

be able to answer in the colleague's place, thus 

reducing the customer's waiting time. 

Forum Connect supports up to 256 IP Dect bases.  

Forum VConnect up to 4096 IP Dect bases. The bases 

are powered by PoE Lan swithes.   

The base exists in a standard version and in a version 

combining voice and Wifi in a single base.  The bases 

can be installed indoors or outdoors. In order to define 

the number of Dect bases necessary to guarantee the 

coverage Proximus will perform a Dect measurement.  

We offer you 3 types of Dect handsets adapted to your 

needs and to any environment: normal office, a 

laboratory, a garden centre, a fashion shop, a hospital 

or a manufacturing plant. Backlit screen and keyboard, 

intuitive and user-friendly menu guidance, headset 

connection, ...  

 

The choice is yours!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ForumC 612 D 

The Dect 612 handset easily adapts to the habits of 

individual users and meets their communication needs. 

Freely programmable keys, 52 ring tones and a colour 

TFT display guarantee a clear overview and ease of 

use. Other user-friendly features include access to the 

company directory, a local phone book with up to 350 

contacts (each with three entries) and a connection for 

the headset. 

 

ForumC 622 D 

Its large colour TFT screen provides an excellent 

graphic display for optimal readability. Freely 

configurable keys simplify navigation. The 622D 

model offers optimum freedom of movement thanks 

to the Bluetooth interface available for wireless 

headset use. Its lithium-ion battery can be charged via 

the charging station or the USB interface. You won't 

miss a call thanks to the integrated vibrating buzzer. 

 

ForumC 632 D 

The 632D model is a ruggedized DECT business phone 

designed for use in demanding work environments. It 

meets the IP65 industry standard and can also be used 

outdoors or in production facilities. With its built-in 

sensor alarm, the Model 632D is not only ideal for use 

in healthcare facilities, but also for security 

professionals or prison environments.



 

 

  



             

 

 

  

Other devices and 

accessories 
Doorphones 

On Forum (V)Connect we also offer a range of door- 

phones: 

• Analogue or IP 

• With or without camera 

• Touchscreen or numeric keypad or push 

button 

 

Headsets  

Discreet and functional, they adapt perfectly to the 

working conditions and guarantee optimal comfort. 

We can offer you a wide range of headsets.  

 

Some applications 

ForumC Mobile & Web App 

It is more essential than ever to enable your 

employees working at the office or remotely to 

collaborate more easily and efficiently, regardless of 

their location and way of working. The ForumC Mobile 

& Web App is the first mobile unified communications 

application designed for small and large businesses. 

The mobile application allows users to stay connected 

to their business with ease and never miss a call. Based 

on the CloudLink platform, the application offers 

essential desktop telephony features, secure chat and 

presence, and dynamic contact management. A single 

licence offering at the same time the integration of the 

smartphone (one number concept) and a Web 

Softphone compatible with Windows PC and MAC!  

Stay accessible wherever you are!  

Because YOUR accessibility is important for the 

success of your business! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ForumC Dialer 
 

 

 

 

A simple application to make a call (= click-to-dial) 

from an Outlook contact, a website ....  

Work more efficiently! 

 

 



             

 

 

  

Softphone 2380 

The ForumC MiVoice 2380 softphone for Windows 

PCs offers PC-based telephone functions for 

convenient operation. It can be used with a mouse and 

keyboard. To make and receive calls, only a headset 

(USB, wireless or Bluetooth) connected to the 

computer is required. All important functions, such as 

call logs and phonebook, can be accessed with one 

click. The softphone offers all logical and possible 

options during a call, such as audio conferencing, 

transfer and redial. The extension module allows you 

to view your colleagues' telephone occupancy and 

status. Do you want to use the softphone at home? 

This is possible if you have a VPN (Explore). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Voice mail and Auto 

Attendant 

 

 

 

Web Portal 

The free web portal allows each user to change small 

configurations for his or her own telephone: 

programming keys, managing voicemail, entering 

numbers in the personal directory, …  

 

 

And so much more… 

We also offer: 

• Call accounting 

• Call center 

• Automatic call recording 

• Operator solution 

• Redundancy of your on-site solution in our 

secure cloud 

• Alarm server: specific solution for nursing 

homes, industries, ... 

Contact us for more information! 

 

 

 

 

 

 




